
Product description
Silent Flower.



The product
Silent Flower

The HEY-SIGN acoustic object Silent Flower is a decorative wall
element which contributes to the optimisation of room acoustics
by its special design. The individual leaves of Silent Flower
consist of 5 mm thick woolfelt of pure new wool. The front
covering is of 3 mm woolfelt.

This natural material is not only visually appealing but also cares
for a healthy indoor climate besides its acoustical advantages.
Three different sizes and the versatile colour options of the
HEY-SIGN colour range offer numerous exceptional possibilities
for combination.

Silent Flower, size S.

Silent Flower, size M.

Silent Flower, size L.



Product
Silent Flower.

Design
Sirja Albrecht.

Content
One acoustic element consists of:
1 × Backplate of aluminium d = 85mm, thickness 2mm.
1 × Wooden core d = 90mm, thickness 18mm.
6 × Felt leaves of 100% pure new wool.
1 × Felt covering of 100% pure new wool.
6 × Locking pin.

Dimensions and weight
S (Diameter × Depth): 36 cm × 8 cm, weight: 0,3 kg.
M (Diameter × Depth): 44 cm × 8 cm, weight: 0,4 kg.
L (Diameter × Depth): 50 cm × 8 cm, weight: 0,5 kg.

Assembly
Mounting at the wall with a screw.
Simple assembly by means of the assembly instruction attached.

Accessories
1 × screw with dowel for affixing it to the wall.
Suitability of dowel for the resp. wall to be checked.

Surface
Wool felt, 100% merino wool.

Thickness
5mm.

Colours
Colours acc. to HEY-SIGN colour chart.

Use
Private interior and contract business.

Material properties
Wool felt is permeable to air, is shape-retaining, insulates
against cold and heat, is flame resistant, sound-absorbing and
improves the indoor climate. Due to the natural wool fat, the
surface repels dirt and prevents the infiltration of liquids to the
greatest extent.

Environment
Wool felt consists of a renewable raw material, 100% pure new
wool, does not contain formaldehyde, it is free from volatile
organic compounds, does not contain any chemical irritants, it is
100% biodegradable and is free from hazardous substances
acc. to REACH.
Our wool felt is certified acc. to Oekotex-Standard 100 and was
honoured with the Woolmark label due to its high quality.

Characteristics
As a self-renewable resource, wool in all its characteristics is
subject to natural variabilities. In spite of all care during the
manufacturing process, it might be possible that the felt may
contain vegetal enclosures or variations in the surface which
might appear as minor roughness, blends or unevenness. This is
not a reason for complaint but underlines the naturalness of the
material wool felt. Coloured wool felts of different production
units may slightly differ despite the same colouring and
thickness because any wool lot takes the same colour diffe-
rently. If equality of colour is required, it is essential to have the
complete quantity from the same production unit. Wool felts of
the same colour but of different thicknesses will differ a bit. This
should be taken into account when combining different material
thicknesses.

Acoustics
Acoustics acc. to DIN EN ISO 354, please see acoustic test.

Fastness to light
3-5 depending on the colour shade.

Optional chemical treatment

+ Fire retardancy
Wool felt with fire retardant finish in thicknesses 2, 3 and 5
mm is classified as B-s2,d0 acc. to DIN EN 13501-1. The
chemical finishing firmly fixes in the structure of the wool.
Frequently used surfaces loose the finishing long term. Order
quantities and prices upon request.

+ Protection against water and oil
Information and prices on request.

+ Moth-proofing
Information and prices on request.

Certificates
Oekotex Standard 100, Woolmark seal of qualitly.

Use & Care
HEY-SIGN care instruction.

Availability
Production on demand, delivery time as agreed upon.

Silent Flower
Product information
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Dimensions

All dimensions in cm if not quoted differently.

Silent Flower

The wall panel Silent Flower is available in three sizes. Additionally the extensive range of HEY-SIGN colours offers a multitude of thrilling possibilities for variations.

Size S Size M Size L

Composition and assembly

The Silent Flower gets delivered with covering. The following description shows the composition.

For affixing the element to the wall, the black felt covering has to get removed. The element gets affixed to the wall by means of a screw.
The felt covering gets clamped between the single leaves again.

Wooden core Felt covering



Acoustic test
Silent Flower
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Colours available
Silent Flower

06
Marble

03
Wool white

38
Caramel

20
Mango

23
Curry

19
Pastel blue

50
Aqua

07
Light grey mixture

36
Stone

29
Walnut

55
Poppy red

25
Verde

33
Sky blue

64
Pastel turquoise

37
Rose

01
Anthracite

35
Taupe

27
Chocolate

11
Red

71
Moss

34
Petrol

14
Turquoise

08
Graphite

16
Light grey

26
Aubergine

72
Flamenco

30
May green

10
Blue

39
Deep water

47
Pepper

17
Dove grey

21
Burgundy

70
Spice

24
Olive

18
Dark blue

32
Pink

13
Violet

49
Jade

02
Black

44
Fir green

51
Powder

66
Iron

96
Mustard

48
Pistachio

12
Indigo


